Zen
Address: Cheyssignaguet, 24290 La ChapelleAubareil
Description:
Bed & Breakfast in Dordogne, near Sarlat and
Lascaux cave, with air-conditioning and
heated pool
The bedroom “ZEN” is perfect for people
seeking peace and quiet.
From 90 € the night for 2 people breakfast
included
At the heart of an old farm, Les Deux Moiselles
is a modern Perigord
style house whose old stone walls will enchant
you.
There is a private and secure heated
swimming pool (4mx9m) adjacent to the house
and sun loungers and parasols are provided.
The bedroom is spacious (28m2), comfortable
and light and have air-conditionning. It is
equipped with one electric bed (two* 80x200),
Satellite TV, and also with a private showerroom and toilet.
Possibility of having separate beds and / or
addition of a 3rd or 4th bed (supplement 20 € /
night for a child under 12 years old and 40 € / night
for a child over 12 years old or an adult)
ENJOY IT! For a stay of 3 nights or more:
-10% from the 2nd night in July and August

Price: 80 EUR

For your comfort, each room is air
conditioned, equipped with quality bedding
(cot on request), flat screen TV, hair dryer,
free WiFi, Parking is free.
At the heart of an old farmhouse, Les Deux
Moiselles is a modern Perigordian house whose
old stones will enchant you.
Depending on the season or the weather, you can
enjoy breakfast on a terrace under the shade of a
pergola adjoining the pool, or stay in the livingroom.
The original architecture of the house allows each
room to respect the privacy of its guests.
For the comfort of guests all rooms are non
smoking and we ask not to eat in the rooms We
reserve the right to charge € 150 penalty for failure
to comply with this rule (You can still smoke in the
garden).
We do not welcome pets.
BREAKFASTS
Come and treat yourself with a hearty breakfast in
the dining-room or on the terrace from 8 am to 9.30
am. We will be happy to serve a gourmet french
breakfast: fruit juice, fresh baguette and croissants
or homemade cakes, homemade jam, organic
honey from our beekeepers, milk, butter,coffee,
tea, and hot chocolate.

The motto of our estate is authenticity, peace
and relaxation, it will undoubtedly become

yours during your stay !

MUST SEE AROUND THE DOMAIN

Username: ordasoft, support@ordasoft.com
Listing type: House for rent
Rooms: 1
Bathrooms: 1
Bedrooms: 1
Listing status: Active
Property type: Townhouse
Lot size: 3000
House size: 3010
Built year: 2012
: Jardin, Piscine chauffée
: Air Conditionnée
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